Follow these simple instructions to set up
your system

Patient Alert
PA- 5

FLOOR
Fall PreventionSystem

QUICK START GUIDE

Step 2.Connect the cord.

Step 1. Positioning the Pad.

Place the sensor pad next to bed, in front
of chair, or area to detect patient standing
or walking, with the cord placed unobtrusive and routed to Patient Alert unit.

Step 3. Position the Alert Unit.

Place the connector plug on the end of
the pad into the socket on top of the
Patient Alert unit as shown.

With the Patient Alert switch in the off position,
attach the Patient Alert unit to desired location
on bed or chair using the Mesh Bag provided.
Patient Alert sound is designed to alert caretaker while alerting patient to return to bed or
chair or proper location.

Step 4. Operate the system.
Place the patient in position, with patient weight
OFF the Floor Pad. Now you are ready to activate
the Patient Alert unit.
*IMPORTANT
If Patient Alert System Fails Replace Battery.
Replace Battery Periodically
Test System Before Each Use

A- Momentary Activation ( MOM )
Switch Alert unit to MOM position. This will activate
Alarm when patient steps on or weight is on floor
pad. The Patient Alert unit will Automatically reset
and silence alarm when patient weight is Off
Sensor Pad or unit is turned off by caretaker.
B- Continuous Activation ( CONT )
When the Alert switch is placed in CONT position
and patient steps on or wieght is on Sensor Pad,
Patient Alert will sound alarm continuously until
turned off by caretaker

FLOOR SENSOR PADS
LIFETIME SENSOR PAD

PLEASE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

READ

FLOOR SENSOR PADS
CHAIR, BED or AREA

Step 1. Positioning the Sensor Pad
Uncoil the cord from the sensor pad. Place the sensor pad on the floor with the cord coming straight
under towards the back of the bed towards the alarm
unit. The pad would normally be placed on the floor
below waist level and the alarm would sound when
the patient places weight on the pad.
The RJ22 connection at the end of the cord may be
connected into any of Emergency Caller Products
alarm units such as the Patient Alert (PA), the
Extended Range Transmitter, TR-300, or the Long
Range Transmitter, the LT-900. Consult your
Emergency Caller Products sales representative to
learn how these other products work with this model
sensor pad.The pad may also be connected into
other products that will receive the RJ22 connector.

CAREFULLY

FLOOR SENSOR PADS
BEDSIDE , AREA USE

Sensor Pads detect both Applied Weight “Patient
ON” pad or Removed Weight “Patient Off”.
Selection made by switch on Universal Transmitter
Unit or other monitoring products. Can be used to
detect patient in bathtub or shower for entry or exit
(weight off or weight on).Sensor pads are slip
resistant and completely waterproof.

Step 2. Chair - Bed Use

Place the sensor pad next to bed, in
front of chair, or area to detect patient
standing or walking, with the cord placed
unobtrusive and routed to Patient Alert
unit or other Sensor device.

DO NOT FOLD, BEND OR ROLL SENSOR PAD
* ( This will Void Lifetime Warranty)

IMPORTANT WARRANTY INFORMATION
Do Not Return Defective Sensor Pads to Distributor!
If you believe Sensor Pad is defective, Call 1-800-227-2474
To speak with Customer Service Tech and receive Return Authorization Number

